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Adobe Premiere Elements 12 Classroom in a Book is the most thorough and comprehensive
way for you to master all the new features in Adobe's top-rated consumer-targeted video-editing
software. Each chapter in this step-by-step, project-based guide contains a project that builds on
your growing knowledge of the program, while end-of-chapter review questions reinforce each
lesson. You will learn the basics of editing your videos with Premiere Elements and learn how
best to use the program's many new features.In this new version of the book you will receive
complete coverage of all the new features of Premiere Elements 12. Learn Premiere Elements
from the ground up and create your own customized movie. Use Guided Edits to learn advanced
editing techniques with built-in video tutorials. Automate moviemaking and add impressive
Hollywood effects and styles with ease. Enhance your video with more than 50 musical scores
and over 250 sound effects to add depth. Back up your videos as you go and, when you’re done,
take them with you and share them wherever you go, including Facebook, YouTube, Vimeo,
Twitter, and on your smartphone or tablet.
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John A., “Outstanding Course. This is the first course that I can give 5 stars. I've taken many
interactive courses but this course anticipates questions and gives advice on how to re-do areas
after you've tried it. It is geared to home video productions and fits my needs. The only area for
improvement is a better discussion of media usage and limitations on project size to fit the
media. The PE12 software doesn't warn you that the length of your production is or will exceed
the capacity of the DVD media, therefore, a discussion/warning should be included to prompt
the user to split a big project into parts rather than getting a message that the project exceeds
the media size after doing the work and then having to delete clips to reduce the size to match
the media.”

desertdiana, “Best Premiere Elements book. You buy a new application and then the feeling of
lost begins. Yes there is help within the app, but I like to have a book to sit on my lap and browse
through as I work the application.  This book did the trick for me!”

C. Galloway, “Five Stars. Nice”

ellen biggs, “Four Stars. I recommend this book for those who want to learn Adobe Premiere
Elements 12.”

3 Los Trebé, “great tutorial!. step by step with online examples available.”

Cris Cross, “Best Video Editing at lowest price. This product is easy to use, like Microsoft Movie
Maker, but also has some complex timeline capabilities. I especially like pan and zoom and
working with keyframes. Premiere Elements does everything I need for the art videos I am
producing. I also purchased the Adobe Classroom in a Book ISBN-13: 978-0-321-94981-3
which has clear instructions for those who have never experienced video editing before.You
can't beat the Adobe products! Why else are they industry standard.”

A R Weight, “Brilliant Book (provided you can get the lessons). This is a brilliant book. It's a great
shame that the 2 previous reviewers were not able to get the associated downloaded lessons to
work properly as - having now worked through the whole of the book myself - I can see that
although useful, the book would be of limited value as it works with the lessons throughout.Of
course there's no knowing until you've purchased the product whether you will have problems
downloading the lessons but I would have thought that surely there must be some way for Adobe
Support (or Pearson?) to resolve this. Maybe as I've had no problems acquiring the files, it's
something they've now sorted out, I don't know.But if you can get the files...... you will definitely
not regret buying the book. I'm not the quickest when it comes to following instructions but I have
worked through the whole book in 3 (admittedly full!) days and it is written in a very clear and



easy to follow manner and I was able to work through every example successfully.I have
previously used video editing software for some years but much more basic, and had not
realised until getting into this package just how much easier this software it is to use - and also
just how much more it can do. Even though I would of course gradually learn to use the package
if I didn't have the book, it has shown me what is possible in just a few days and how to do it.If
you want to learn all about Adobe Premiere Elements, I honestly cannot recommend it enough
(assuming you can get the lessons) and no, I have absolutely no connection with Adobe,
Pearson etc!”

David Slater, “Still good used. Good training book. Needs the files for the lessons. As
secondhand the code in the book wouldn't work for file download. However a quick google found
an alternative code that worked then all good.”

Terry, “Five Stars. I love this book got on great now editing my gopro takes.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “It seems interesting and I think I will enjoy it.. I have just looked inside the
book. It seems interesting and I think I will enjoy it.”

The book by Adobe Creative Team has a rating of 5 out of 3.9. 37 people have provided
feedback.
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